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Abst rac t - -We consider polynomial finite elements of order k _> 1 for the approximation f Stokes 
and linear elasticity problems which are continuous in the Gauss-Legendre points of the elements 
sides, i.e., generalize the Crouzeix-Raviart (k = 1), Fortin-Soulie (k = 2) and Crouzeix-Falk (k = 3) 
elements. We show that, for odd orders, these Gauss-Legendre elements do not possess a Crouzeix- 
Velte decomposition. For even orders, not only a Crouzeix-Velte decomposition can be shown to exist 
(which is advantageous when solving the corresponding linear equations and eigenvalue problems) but 
also the grid singularity of the well-known Scott-Vogelius elements i avoided by these elements which 
are shown to differ from the former ones by nonconforming bubbles. We also consider quadrilateral 
elements of order k _> 1 where the requirement ofa Crouzeix-Velte decomposition is shown to exclude 
most commonly used elements. @ 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords--Crouzeix-Velte decompositions, Conforming and nonconforming finite elements, Bub- 
ble functions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Crouzeix-Velte decomposition assures the usual Sobolev space (HI) d to consist of three 
orthogonal subspaces (similarly as the well-known Helmholtz-Weyl decomposition of (L2) d) and 
first has been described in [1] and later, independently, in [2]. The decomposition has been used 
in [2,3] to get more information about the inf-sup constant of the Stokes problem; discrete and 
algebraic versions of this decomposition appear in [4,5]. First, the discrete versions referred to 
the staggered grid approximation of the two- and three-dimensional Stokes problem and later 
also to conforming finite-element approximations, especially to the higher-order Scott-Vogelius 
elements. A general investigation of algebraic Crouzeix-Velte decompositions was given in [6] 
(and the dimension of the third subspace for Scott-Vogelius elements was estimated). 
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Like in the analytical case, the presence of a discrete Crouzeix-Velte decomposition leads to 
additional information about the Schur complement operator of the discrete Stokes problem which 
in [7] was used to optimize iterative methods for the numerical solution of the Stokes problem. 
In further papers (see [8,9]) the discrete Crouzeix-Velte decomposition was shown to exist for 
the Shortley-Weller and for finite-volume approximations of the two-dimensional Stokes problem, 
moreover, in the discrete case, the gap between the lower-order staggered grid and finite-volume 
approximations and the high-order Scott-Vogelius elements [10,11] was filled by proving that 
Fortin-Soulie lements [12] also admit such a decomposition. 
In the analytical case, the decomposition has been generalized in [9] with respect o boundary 
conditions and boundary value problems, so that also the linear elasticity problem was included. 
In this paper, we first consider, for any degree k > 1, nonconforming triangular finite elements 
for the Stokes or linear elasticity problem (along with homogeneous Dirichlet conditions) which are 
locally consisting of polynomials of degree k (whereas the corresponding pressures are locally of 
degree k-1) .  Moreover, the velocities are assumed to be continuous in the Gauss-Legendre points 
of the triangle sides. Therefore, the Scott-Vogelius elements (which are well-known to be inf-sup 
stable for k > 4 and on triangulations without a grid singularity connected to so-called singular 
points) with their continuous velocities form a subspace of these "Gauss-Legendre" lements. We 
clarify which degrees of freedom are appropriate for Gauss-Legendre elements (Lemma 1 and 2). 
For odd degrees, the standard Lagrange basis can be taken inside the triangles, and the values 
in the Gauss-Legendre points on the triangle sides (the case k = 1 being the famous Crouzeix- 
Raviart element [13]). For even degrees, to a standard Lagrange basis, a nonconforming bubble 
must be added per triangle (here, the Fortin-Soulie lement corresponds to k = 2). 
Next, Theorem 3 shows that the Oauss-Legendre elements of odd order don't give rise to 
Crouzeix-Velte decompositions. In Theorem 4, we investigate the algebraic singularity connected 
with the singular points of Scott-Vogelius elements displaying the nonconstant gradient-free pres- 
sures arising there. Then, in the first main result, Theorem 5, we show that the nullspace of the 
gradient becomes one-dimensional when adding the nonconforming bubbles (the general formula 
for which has been given in Remark 2 to Theorem 4) to even-order Scott-Vogelius elements-- 
meaning that even-order Gauss-Legendre elements are free from the grid singularity. Further, 
Theorem 6 shows that for these elements (for any even k) a Crouzeix-Velte decomposition is 
present. 
Finally, we consider quadrilateral e ements where Lemma 7 excludes the existence of a Crouzeix- 
Velte decomposition for most such elements. For a series of specific second-degree quadrilateral 
elements, we show that they indeed lack a Crouzeix-Velte decomposition whereas in one unstable 
case, such a decomposition is present. 
2. NOTATIONS:  THE CROUZEIX-VELTE DECOMPOSIT ION 
Let be ~ C ]R 2 a bounded, open, polygonal Lipschitz-continuous domain on which our functions 
are defined, (.,.)0,a is the usual scalar product for square integrable functions, and Ilu]10,n := 
(U, ,,1/2 u)o,a denotes the corresponding norm in L2(~). With respect o scalar product and norm, 
we make no distinction between the scalar case L2(~) and the vector case (L2(~)) 2. For vector 
functions g from (L2(~)) 2 with square integrable gradient, we use the customary Sobolev space 
(HI(~)) 2, we denote its subspace of functions with homogeneous Dirichlet data (in the sense of 
traces) by (H01(~)) 2, with scalar product, 
/Ct 2i~l  OUi CqVi dx, 
(< Ox-7 o%-7 (2.1) 
~ ~1/2  and with norm [?~]1,~ : - ~u, ) l,a. 
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For an n > 2, let (., .) denote the Euclidean scalar product in ~'~, moreover, let A, B, C E R nx~ 
be matrices atisfying 
A=B+C,  
A = A T > 0, B = B T > O, C = C T > 0, (2.2) 
dim ker B > 1, dim ker C > 1. 
Then, with a suitable subspace M C R ~ (which may turn out to be empty) and with orthogonality 
in the sense of the scalar product (A., .), there holds (see [6]) 
~n = ker B ® ker C @ M. (2.3) 
We call this decomposition the algebraic Crouzeix-Velte decomposition of R n. It is of interest 
due to the following correspondences connected with the matrices in (2.2), 
A ~ -A ,  B ~ - grad div, C ~ rot rot, 
where A is the (vector) Laplace operator and where the sign ~ expresses only an analogy be- 
tween a differential operator and a matrix and not necessarily a (good) approximation. In this 
sense, (2.2) corresponds to the well-known identity, 
-A  = - grad div + rot rot, (2.4) 
of vector analysis, and to (2.3) there corresponds the (analytical) Crouzeix-Velte decomposi- 
tion [1,2], 
(H0i(~)) 2 = ker div ® ker rot ® W, (2.5) 
with orthogonality understood in the sense of the scalar product (2.1). 
Basically, we shall use the common polynomial spaces of finite element functions denoting the 
polynomial spaces of degree k and defined on a single element A by Fk(A). 
For certain finite-difference and finite-element approximations of the Stokes (or linear elasticity) 
first kind boundary value problem, conditions (2.2) turn out to be satisfied with A corresponding 
to the stiffness matrix. Denoting then the velocity space (approximating (Hi(f/)) 2) by Vh, and 
writing divh and roth for the discrete equivalents of the divergence and rotation operator, (2.3) 
takes the form, 
Vh = ker divh • ker roth @ Wh. (2.6) 
Since we allow also nonconforming velocity spaces, for the approximation of the (vector) Laplace 
operator we shall use the bilinear form 
a(ff,~') =ah(ff, g) :---- ~ ~Vgh:Vghdx .  
AeTh 
For a Stokes problem, there is also the pressure space L2,0(ft) of square integrable functions with 
zero integral over ~t which is approximated by a suitable discrete pressure space Mh. We will refer 
to the condition divVh C Mh meaning that for all ffh E Vh and all elements A of the triangulation 
Th, there holds (divffh)lZ~ E (Mh)IA. Moreover, Vh E Vh is called discretely divergence-free, if 
(qh, divvh)0,f~ = 0 for all qh E Mh. Correspondingly, we use the term discretely rotation-free and 
rOtVh C Mh. (In the two-dimensional case, rotation-free functions exist iff divergence-free ones 
exist, and rotVh C Mh iff divVh c Mh.) 
On the existence of a discrete Crouzeix-Velte decomposition i our two-dimensional case and 
for finite-element spaces, we have the following result (for earlier formulations, see [5,9]). 
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PROPOSITION. Let Vh be a discrete velocity space containing nontrivial discretely divergence-[ree 
functions as well as discretely rotation-free functions and Mh a discrete pressure space, both de- 
fined on a triangulation Th of f~ consisting of finite elements bounded by straight lines. Moreover, 
assume that div Vh C Mh and rotVh C_ Mh. Then, a discrete Crouzeix-Velte decomposition exists 
if and only if 
Ildiv~hll~,a < a(~h, ffh), (2.7) 
for all gh C Vh. 
PROOF. Let us introduce the symmetric, bilinear form 5[ by 
Z(ff, g) := (divff, divg)0,~ + (rotff, rotff)0,a - a(ff, ~). 
For any conforming finite element space Vh, we have ~(~h,Uh) ~ 0 whenever ff = g = uh E Vh 
in (2.8), see [5], Lemma 5.1. So, for conforming velocity spaces, 
2 5[(ffh,ffh) _< 0 < IIrotuh[10,a, 
and from here (2.7) follows. Since, additionally, divVh C Mh, rotVh G Ma are satisfied, it follows 
that 2? = 0 and a Crouzeix-Velte decomposition exists, see [5], Theorem 5.2. Observe that if 
• ~ 2 ~ 2 a(uh, Uh) = IldlVUhll0,~ Jr Nrotuhll0,~ , for all gh E Yh, 
or, in matrix terms, in the Euclidean scalar product and for the nodal vector u of an arbitrary 
g/,, if there holds 
(AhU, u) = ([~hU,/~hu) + (Chu, Chu), (2.9) 
so that (2.2) follows in the form dh = Bh + Ch, Bh := BThBh, Ch :-= CThCh (see [5] for the specific 
formulae of these matrices in the finite-element case), then, clearly, 
(Ahu, v) = (/~hu,/}by) + (0hu, 0by), (2.10) 
follows also in the case where v may be different from u. Finally, observe that due to the close 
connection between ker div and ker rot in the two-dimensional nalytical or discrete conforming 
case (see, e.g., Section 5 in [6]), together with ker divh, also ker roth is nontrivial and has, indeed, 
the same dimension as the former subspace of Vh. 
Now, we consider the 'only if' part. Under our assumptions, 
2 5[(~h, ~)  > llrotuh[lo,~ 
for some fixed ?~h can  happen only for nonconforming finite-element spaces Vh. What holds also 
for such spaces is the following identity (which can be obtained by partial integration over every 
finite element A and summing up, see [9]): 
a(ff, ff) = E /A divffhdivghdx+ E /Z~ r°tffhr°tghdx-Z(~h'ffh)' (2.11) 
A~, ,  AETh 
5[(~h,~h) : :  ~ ,Th • Q-~-, d,, Q : :  1 
Ae%,, A 
Here, to bring the boundary  integrals into the form (2.12), the assumption that 0A  is polygonal 
has been used. 
Suppose now that there is a function ffh such that 5[(ffa,ffh) > llrotffall02,a. Then, passing 
from (2.11) to the matrix-vector formulation with the nodal vector u of Uh and the matrices 
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Ah, Bh, Ch corresponding to the discretized Laplace operator, to divTdivh and rothTroth and the 
(symmetric) matrix 27h corresponding to :Z(ffh, Vh), we have 
(Ahu, u) = (/~hU, [~hU) + (Chu, ChU) -- (:ZhU, u), (2.13) 
instead of (2.9). Now, the nodal vector u of our function ffh satisfies (27hU, U) > (ChTChu, u), 
hence from (2.13), we get the Rayleigh quotient, 
p(u) := (.Bhu, Bhu)/(Ahu, u) = 1 + ((Zh -- CThCh)u, u)/(Ahu, u) > 1. 
However, since in case the Crouzeix-Velte decomposition exists all eigenvalues of )~Ahu = BTBhu 
are in [0, 1] (see [6]), a contradiction follows which proves the theorem. | 
REMARK. If 27 is semidefinite then a decomposition of Vh can be obtained. Simply, if, for all ffh 
of the finite-element space Vh, there holds 0 ~ 27(gh, ffh) and :Z(gh,gh) ~ 0, then kerdivh and 
ker(Ah - BhT/?h) (and, possibly, a remainder as third subspace) constitute a decomposition of
Vh but ker(Ah - /~hT/?h) will in general be different from kerroth. If, contrarily, Z is positive 
semidefinite in Vh, then a Crouzeix-Velte decomposition exists, though not with respect o Ah 
but for Ah + J~h. For examples, see [9]. | 
3. GAUSS-LEGENDRE ELEMENTS 
In [10,11], a combination of finite element spaces for the approximation of pressure and veloc- 
ities (respectively, displacements) in Stokes (respectively, elasticity) problems has been investi- 
gated which define triangular, conforming elements of high order: their discrete velocity space 
consists of continuous vector functions which are polynomials of degree k on every triangle, and 
the pressure space consists of discontinuous functions which are polynomials of degree k - 1 on 
every triangle. The Scott-Vogelius elements have been shown to be inf-sup stable for k _> 4 
(whereas for k _< 3, it is known that they are instable). The inf-sup-stability for k >_ 4 is, how- 
ever, connected with an unpleasant condition on the grid: the latter must not contain so-called 
singular points in which two (straight) grid lines cross making the point a common corner of four 
adjacent riangles. Some few grid points in which four triangles meet can usually be observed 
on grids produced by standard triangulation programs. As the corresponding four triangle sides 
approach the constellation to lie on two straight lines, the right inverse of the divergence oper- 
ator is blowing up, see [14, p. 227]. One could locate such singular points and move them off 
the straight lines, but since the problem is due to an algebraic singularity, it should be solved 
algebraically. This is what we are going to do below. 
Continuing the sequence of nonconforming elements for the Stokes problem considered in [la] 
for k = 1, in [12] for k = 2, in [15] for k = 3, let us define generally for k ___ 1 the following 
"Gauss-Legendre elements" on a given triangulation Th (consisting of triangles A of diameter not 
exceeding h) of the polygonal domain f~: the pressure space is denoted by Mh and approximates 
L2(f~)/R, whereas the velocity space is Vh and approximates/~01 (a) (but is not contained in the 
latter space), 
Mh := {qh, (qh)l~ C ]Pk-l(A), for all A 6 Th, ~ qhdx : 0}, 
Vh := {Vh, (gh)l~ 6 (?k(A))2,gh is continuous in all kth-order Gauss- 
Legendre points of all sides of A, for all A 6 Th}, 
the norm in Vh being defined as l[~Thlll,h := IVhlLA 
The question we consider next is that of suitable degrees of freedom for the velocity part of 
these elements. 
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3 
Figure 1. A triangle and its three neighbours. 
Let us mention first that (earlier than the introduction of the Scott-Vogelius elements for 
k _> 4, in the case k = 2 of the above "Gauss-Legendre elements") in [12] a 'neutral '  function was 
identified which is zero in all (second order) Gauss-Legendre points of the triangle sides. This 
inhibits the use of the Gauss-Legendre points as degrees of freedom. The authors were, however, 
able to show that when starting from a conforming second order velocity space and adding, as a 
new degree of freedom, on every triangle a multiple of the neutral function, one gets an inf-sup 
stable, convenient element he velocity functions of which are continuous in the Gauss-Legendre 
points. 
Consider a fixed triangle A with barycentric coordinates A1, A2,),3 and sides sl,s2,s3, see 
Figure 1. 
We will examine the following interpolation problem. 
Select a kth-degree polynomial p which is equal to given arbitrary values, 
(k - 2)(k - 1) 
gi, i = 1 , . . . ,  
2 
in the inner points of A with barycentric oordinates, 
j ~ m 
~1=~,  /~2 = ~, A3 = --~, l< j ,  f ,m<k-2 ,  j+£+m=k,  
and 
[ (k)\ 
P[~/i,y) =gi, J  i=1 ,2 ,3 ,  j= l , . . . , k ,  
where - (k), "~i,j j = 1 , . . . ,  k are the Gauss-Legendre points on the side si of A, and gi,j, i = 1, 2, 3, 
j = 1 , . . . ,  k, are arbitrary prescribed values. 
LEMMA 1. The nullspace of the above interpolation problem is empty for odd k and one- 
dimensional for even k. 
PROOF. Let Vo,k(A1, A2, A3) be an element of the nullspace. Since vo,k E ~k, it can be uniquely 
r ~d(k) described by the standard Lagrangean basis two,i=1, where 
d(k) -  (k+l ) (k+2)  
2 
We assume that the wi corresponding to the (Lagrangean) boundary points have been ordered 
first. Considering that Vo,k = 0 in the inner points, we remain with 
3k 
v0,k = E aiw~, (3.14) 
i= l  
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where 3k gives the number of boundary points. Let Wj( ,~ l , )~2,~3)  , j = 1,2,3, be the basis 
functions which correspond to the vertices (1,0, 0), (0, 1,0), (0, O, 1), respectively. Using that 
on any of the sides the nullspace is one-dimensionah it is spanned by the kth-degree Legendre- 
polynomial Lk(s), and Lk(1) =: c 7~ O, Lk(O) = (-1)kc, on the side sl (where A1 = O, A2 = 
1 - S, Aa = s, s E [0, 1]), we have v0,k],l = aLk(s )  for some constant a and can write 
v0,k(O, O, 1) = aLk(1)  = ac  = aawa(O, O, 1), 
vo,k(O, 1,0) = aLk(O)  = a( -1 )kc  = a2w2(O, 1,0). 
Using the same reasoning on s2 and remarking that in the starting point (0, O, 1), where s -- O, 
the value ac  is already known, we find that v0,k],2 = a( - -1 )kLk(s )  and 
V0,k(1, 0, 0) = a( -1)kc .  
Finally, continuing on s3, we have that v0,k takes on the same values in the two final points of s3 
which means a = 0 if k is odd and hence, then vo,k disappears on all sides and by (3.14) is 
zero. For even k, we have vo,k = aLk(s )  on all three sides (which determines it uniquely in the 
form (3.14), and hence the nullspace is one-dimensional. | 
REIVIARK 1. For even k, we can start from a standard Lagrangean basis in every A including its 
boundary (where the values of the basis in the Gauss-Legendre points are linearly dependent), and 
the resulting finite element velocities are continuous everywhere. To have pieeewise polynomials in 
IPk(A) and finite element functions being continuous in all Gauss-Legendre points, one nontrivial 
function vo,k per triangle can be added which, on the triangle sides, is a multiple of the kth-order 
Legendre polynomial. | 
REMARK 2. For odd k, based on the above lemma, inside of the triangles, we can use a standard 
Lagrangean basis whereas on the triangle sides the Gauss-Legendre points can be taken as degrees 
of freedom. | 
As compared to Scott-Vogelius elements with their conforming velocities, the Oauss-Legendre 
elements contain, for even k and, asymptotically for odd degree also, one degree of freedom more 
per triangle since for odd k the degrees of freedoms connected with tile corner points are moved 
onto the triangle sides. For the case k = 3 and for most grids, inf-sup stability has been proved 
in [15], whereas for k > 4, Gauss-Legendre elements are inf-sup stable at least when the Scott- 
Vogelius elements are (since the velocity space of the latter constitutes a subspace of the velocity 
space of the former)--i.e., when there is no grid singularity. 
Below we shall show that the algebraic singularity connected with singular points of Scott- 
Vogelius elements can be cured for any even degree by using Gauss-Legendre elements, i.e., by 
adding to the Scott-Vogelius velocities on every triangle A a suitable nonconforming bubble 
function (denoted below by n(k) ~n,A  ]" 
The neutral element of [12] is just an example of such a nonconforming bubble. We show, 
moreover, that, for even degrees, the addition of such nonconforming bubbles does not lead to a 
loss of the Crouzeix-Velte decomposition the Scott-Vogelius elements are known to possess. For 
odd polynomial degrees, there are no nonconforming bubbles which could be added to Scott- 
Vogelius elements. 
In what follows we establish a form of the basis for the (components of the) velocity space for 
any k which is suitable for our subsequent considerations, and we look once more on the above 
interpolation problem with the aim to show that the problem are not specially the Gauss-Legendre 
points. 
On a fixed triangle A, such a basis can be defined as follows. 
(a) The basis functions to degrees of freedom connected with inner points of A appear for 
k > 3 and can be represented as 
B(a) (k-a) (k -  2)(k - 1) (3.15) 
c,Aqi , i = 1 , . . . ,  2 ' 
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where ~(3) _(k-a) q}k-3) (A1, "~2, A3) , a  := )uA2A3 is the conforming bubble of degree 3 and qi = 
are polynomials of degree k -  3 disappearing in all but one of the ((k - 2)(k - 1))/2 inner 
points of A with barycentric oordinates 
j ~ m )~1=-~, A2~-- ~, A3=-~,  l <__j, e ,m<_k-2 ,  j+g+m=k.  
(b )  
Observe that ((k - 2)(k - 1))/2 is also the number of free parameters of a polynomial of 
degree k - 3. Therefore, the basis functions corresponding to inner points are well defined 
by (3.15). 
There remain 
(k + 2)(k + 1) (k -  2 ) (k -  1) _ 3k 
2 2 
degrees of freedom on the sides of A, on each of which they are connected (through the 
3' k corresponding barycentric oordinate) to k knots { J}j=l in (0, 1) which we assume to 
be distributed symmetrically with respect to 1/2. These knots define the polynomials 
k k 
:=  1-b=l(  - 3"j) and  :=  IIj= (s - ; j ) .  
For the basis functions of A corresponding to the side Sl, we then make the ansatz 
w = w(Jkl, A2, A3) = awk(A1) -t-/~wk(A2) -t- 3'wk(Aa) -t- A2)~aq(k-2)()~1, )~2, )~3) (3.16) 
where q(k-2) are suitable polynomials of degree k - 2. Then, restricting w to, say, the side 
Sl, i.e., the side on which A1 = 0, A2 = 1 - s, /~3 : S, we get 
w = w(s) = awk(O) +/3wk(1 - s) + 3'wk(s) + s(1 - s)q(k-2)(s). 
We shall clarify under which conditions the polynomiMs given by (3.17) can take on every 
prescribed value in the knots k {~/J}j=t on side Sl. In these points, due to their symmetry 
with respect to 1/2, both polynomials wk(1 - s) and wk(s) are zero, and therefore the 
degrees of freedom ~, 7 obviously belong to the other sides of A. 
For the remaining part a + s(1 - s)q}k-2)(s) (where a := awk(O), and here wk(0) ¢ 0) 
we have the following result. 
LEMMA 2. The interpolation problem of selecting a constant a and a (k -  2)th-degree polynomial 
q(k-2) to arbitrary values gl, . . .  ,gk prescribed in the knots {Tj}j=lk which are symmetrically 
distributed in (0, 1), 
(a+s(1-s)q(k_2)(s))l~=~ gj, j = 1, . . .  ,k, (3.18) 
is uniquely solvable iff the following conditions are satisfied, 
(1) the knots 7j are pairwise different from each other i 
(2) k is odd. 
PROOF. We denote the determinant of the problem by W("y1 , . . . ,  3'k) = W1 ..... k, 
WI,..., k :-- 
1 " /1 (1  - 3 '1)  
I 3 'k ( l  - 7k) 
. . .  
k--1 • " 3"k (1 -3 'k )  
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By subtracting the first row from the other rows and by subsequent simplifications, we get 
k 11-71-~/2 ~/2(1-72) 
w1 ..... ~:1](~-0"1)[ . . . . . .  
t=2 1 - 71 - ~/k 0"k(1 - 0'k) 
: 1 - I (~  - ~)  (1 - ~)w~ ..... 
g=2 
k 1 l -V2  72(i-~/2) . . .  
- -  1 - I7  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~=2 1 1 - -Tk  7k(1 - -Tk)  . . .  
= H ( ' / e  - 0 '1 )  (1  - " /1 )W2 .. . . .  k + ( - -1 )  k -1  
t=2 
~(1 - ~2) 
k- -2" ' '  % (1 - ~k) 
72k-3(1 - ~/2) ] 
I -~-3(1 _ ;~) 
I I~  H (~-~m) , 
£=2 2<m<g<_k 
where finally the formula for Vandermonde determinants has been used. 
This recursion for W1 ..... k, in the special case k = 2, gives already 
W1,2 : (~/2 - 7 J (1  - "fl - -  0'2) : (0'2 - -  "/1) {W2(1) - w2(0)} 
The general case then follows by induction remarking that 
k 
(1 -- 71) {w2,k-1 (1) -- w2,k-l(0)} + (--1) k-1 H 9't = wk(1) -- wk(0). 
t=2 
Hence, finally, 
w~ ..... k = I I  (~  - ~ . , )  {~k( i )  - ~(o)} .  
l <rn<t<_k 
k This proves the lemma, since, due to the symmetry, wk(1) = l-[j=1 3'j = (--1)kwk(0) - I 
REMARK. For the Gauss-Legendre knots ~ (k),k 10,j Ij=1, wk is the kth-degree Legendre polynomial 
Lk (with leading coefficient 1) for the interval [0, 1]. Then, the first condition is satisfied for any 
k, and Lk(1) : (--1)kLk(0) : (k!)2/(2k)!. , 
4. ODD-ORDER GAUSS-LEGENDRE ELEMENTS 
Returning, for odd k, to (3.16) and Gauss-Legendre knots, we see now that the (scalar) basis 
functions corresponding to the side si are given by 
wi : wi(A1,A2, A3) = chLk(Xi) + )~i+l)~i-lq}k--2)()~i--1), i = 1,2,3 (4.19) 
(counting the indices cyclically). 
Then, if any linear combination ~7 of all velocity basis functions of the element is restricted 
to sl, it takes the form, 
if(s) = ~ + fiLk(s) + s(l - s)¢k-2(s), (4.20) 
where d and • are constant vectors and the two components of 0"k-2 are (k - 2)th-degree poly- 
nomials. 
From the sum of boundary integrals (2.12), we take now the part belonging to the considered 
element A, 
5ca : Z~(ga ,~a) : :  ~a" ~¢-~s as, (4.21) 
A 
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and, to prepare for the theorem below, consider the case that ffa = gzx on sl is more special 
than (4.20), namely, a vector of polynomials of the form, 
if(s) = d + fiLk(s). (4.22) 
The sFpart of the integral (4.21) then becomes 
~-~1 : :  / ff .Q(ff) 'ds =/ (5+f lLk (s ) ) .Q(~+f lLk (s ) ) 'ds  
1 
= ~-O(S+SLk(s ) ) 'ds  = S .O~L~(~)ds  (4.23) 
1 
= s .  Ofi[L~(s)]o ~ = 2 s ,  fi { o, k - o, 
-Lk(0), k=l .  
Here, fiLk has dropped out from the first factor of the integrand since Lk is the orthogonal 
Legendre polynomial and the second factor contains polynomials of degree at most k -  1. Further, 
we have also used that dQfi is equal to the determinant ]c~, ill" For the value of Lk(0), see the 
Remark to Lemma 2. 
Now,  we  clarify the existence of a Crouzeix-Velte decomposit ion for the odd-order Gauss- 
Legendre elements. 
THEOREM 3. For odd-order Gauss-Legendre elements, there is no Crouzeix-Velte decomposition. 
PROOF. We shall show that there is a vector function ff in the velocity space of Gauss-Legendre 
elenaents for which 2-(*7, if) > 0 for the bilinear form defined in (2.8) and expressed by boundary 
integrals in (2.12). Then, by the Proposition, a Crouzeix-Velte decomposition cannot exist. 
For this aim we take, on a fixed inner triangle A, 
ff "-- Lk(o~l (g'Lk(A1) + fiLk(A2) + -TLk(Aa)) 
where ~, fi, "~ are constant vectors: ff takes on the same value ~ in all k Gauss-Legendre points 
of side sl, and ff = fi, ff = ~ in the Gauss-Legendre points of s2, s3, respectively. In more detail, 
we have 
[ a+ (7 -  fi)Lk(s)/Lk(O) on Sl, 
ff = , fl + (5 - ~)Lk(s)/gk(o) on s2, 
"y + (fi-- d)nk(s)/Lk(O) on sa. 
Computing now the boundary integrals of this ff using (4.22) and (4.23), we find, for the odd k 
considered here, 
and 
1 1 1 
1 1 
2-a=2"sl+27s2+27sa =4 fi .~ =4 cq fll 71 , (4.24) 
a2 f12 "/2 
for which we can choose any positive value by selecting ~ appropriately, linearly independently 
of fi and "7. Considering also the three triangles A~ which are adjacent o the sides si, i = 1, 2, 3, 
and prescribing there for ff the (constant) values in the Gauss-Legendre points of si by continuity 
and zero in the outer Gauss-Legendre points of A1, A2, A3 (this can be done by Lemma 2), the 
corresponding integrals around 0Ai are zero (see (4.24)). This distribution of values on our four 
triangles can be continued to the full of fl by zero, and then 
Z(ff, ff) = Za(<; )  > 0 
follows. | 
REMARK. For sureness let us stress that for the Scott-Vogelius elements of odd order a Crouzeix- 
Velte decomposition exists (but, depending on the number of singular points in the grid, there is 
more than one pressure distribution with zero gradient). II 
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5. THE NULLSPACE OF  THE D ISCRETE GRADIENT 
In this section, the order k can be odd or even. 
For the kth-order Scott-Vogelius element it has been shown in [11] that in the case of homo- 
geneous Dirichlet boundary conditions for k _> 4 the dimension of the range of the divergence 
operator is 
l k (k  + 1)T - cr - 1, 
where T is the number of triangles and cr the number of singular vertices. Since d imMh = 
(1/2)k(k + 1)T, the solution set of the problem: find q E Mh, such that  
£ qd ivgdx = 0, for all gE  Vh, (5.25) 
is (~ + 1)-dimensional, so in the Crouzeix-Velte spectrum of the pressure space (the set of eigen- 
values of BhAhlBT h =: Sh in the notation of (2.9), see [6]) there are a + 1 zeros. Observe that 
q - const is a trivial solution of the problem and that all pressures atisfying (5.25) are discretely 
gradient-free. 
Consider the case when the triangulation of the polygonal domain ft contains a single singular 
vertex, which is an inner point of the triangulation. Especially, let f~ be a convex quadrilateral 
f~4 with vertices (al,bl), (a2,b~), (aa,b3), (a4,b4) and consider the triangulation obtained by 
dividing the quadrilateral by its diagonals into four triangles. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that the diagonals intersect each other at the origin, see Figure 2. 
~(a2,b2)  
J (aa,b4) A~
(a3,b3) 
Figure 2. [24 and its four triangles. 
THEOREM 4. For •4, the solution set of (5.25) is two-dimensional, and a nonconstant solution 
of the problem is the following, 
1 1 
qlal = po, qla2 = -~oPo, qlA3 = t -~Po ,  (5.26) 
1 P(°'2)(1 - 2A3), qla~ = -~po,  po = ~ k - t  
where (a3, b3) = -to(al,bl),  (aa, b4) = - t l (a2,b2) ,  to,tt > O, P(~'~) denotes the nth-degree 
Jacobi polynomial on the interval [-1, 1] with parameters a,/3 and with leading coef~cient 1 and 
Aa is that barycentric oordinate in Ai (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), which is zero on the boundary of f~4. 
PROOF. Let A = {((,rl) : 0 _< ~,rl; ( + r/ _< 1} be the reference triangle, and consider the 
following basis of (Pk (A))2 
o: ((o 7A i 
where {ui} is the standard Lagrangian basis for the scalar case, ui E Pk(A). 
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For the function q given in (5.26) and for all basis functions of Vh(~t4), we  will prove that 
/a qdiv~dx = 0 (5.27) 
4 
holds. 
For this aim, denote by Fj, j -- 1, 2, 3, 4, the affin transformation which maps the reference 
triangle A onto Aj (z = x(4,7), Y = Y(~,r]), (0,1) -~ (aj,bj), (1,0) --* (aj+l,bj+t),  counting 
the indices cyclically). Since the vectors (aj, bj), (aj+l, bj+l) are linearly independent, using the 
corresponding integral transformation, we get that (5.27) holds if and only if 
f o~(~,r]) % , = ou~(~, p(r~) d 4 d~ O, fa Or] 7) P(4, 7) d~ dr] = O, 
where u~, i = 1 . . . . .  (k - 1)(k - 2)/2 are those elements of the local basis of Vh(f~4) which (are 
written as functions of (4, 7) E A and) correspond to inner nodes of Aj. These basis functions 
n(a) . gi where p(a) = hih2ha is the conforming bubble, hi = 4, h2 = 7, have the form ui = ~/ , ~c,zx 
ha = 1 - ( - rl are the barycentric oordinates of A and P(4, r/) = q(x(4, r]), Y(4, 7)). Using that 
(see [16]) 
- 2h3) = ~P(° '~) (1  - 2A3) = (k + 2)Pk0'~)(1 - 2h3), 04 k- i~- 7 
P(i'a)r~ 2h3) is orthogonal to the polynomials of and that on the triangle A the polynomial ~ ~_2 ~ -
Pk-3(A) with respect o the weight function ~(3) (see [17]), we get that 
fA Ou~ - -  - £ = 0,  
-~pd~d7 = - /A  ui0~d4d7 = f -  cOP r~(3) ,qCd n -- JA Ui o--~ D c,A ~, ,,=0, 
ho ld  for  p = - 2h3) .  
Next, let v be an element of the basis of Vh(f~4) which is nonzero on the common side of the 
triangles A 1 and A2 and zero outside of A1 U A2. Let v = ul o F1-1 on A1, v = u2 o F2 -1 on A2. 
By the corresponding integral transformation, we get that for the function q defined by (5.26), 
-~xq dx dy = , oxq]zx' dx dy + 2 -~xq]A2 dx dy 
cgul 1 : /A ( -~b l  OUlb x fOu2 b _ ~.~u253~ pod4d~. ----~" 2 )pod4dr ] -~0 ~ ~--~'- 2 r] / 
Using that b 3 = -rob 1 and that by symmetry ul(~, r]) = u2(7, ~), Po(4, 7) = Po(7, ~), we have 
S Oul Ou2 '-~Po d~ d7 =//,  --~Po d4 dr], 
and since the functions ul and u2 can be written in the form hlh3U 1 and h2h3~2, respectively, 
where '5i,~2 E Pk-2(A), we get 
ja  Ov - 1 h h 0~2 ~xqdxdy=-b2/A ( - / \ lU l -bhlh300-~ loh2U2+~-o 2 3 -~)pod4d7.  
The last integral is equal to zero because the polynomial Po = Pk(°'~)(l_ - 2ha) is orthogonal to 
Pk-2(A) with respect o the weight functions hi and h2 by [17]. 
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In a similar way, we obtain £0v -~y q dx dy = O. 
Considering the remaining cases that the basis functions attain nonzero values on exactly two 
neighbouring triangles, proceeding similarly, we obtain that for q defined by (5.26) equation (5.27) 
holds. 
Finally, let v be the element of the basis of Vh(fl4) which is nonzero in the origin. We find that 
(using (5.26)) 
/a Ov Ov 
-~xq dx dy =/A 1 dx dy -d-zzqlzx' +/z~= Ov -~xql/, 2dx dy 
+/A30v ~z ql/,3 dxdy +/a,  Ov ~xqlA , dx dy 
[" Ou b Ou b 1 [" Ou b Ou --L L 
1 [" Ou b Ou 1 Ou + t-~ fA ~-~ 3 - ~'~ b4 ) po d~ dr] - -~l /~ ( ~b4 - -~ bz ) po d~ dr] 
t l~ lL (OU OU) to--1L(CgU OU)b2pod~dr] ' 
-- tl -~ -~ blpo d( dr 1 + ~ -'~ Or] 
where we have used that (a3, b3) = -to(al, bl) and (a4, b4) -= -tl(a2, b2). Similarly, 
Ov tl - 1 Ou to - 1 Ou -~yqdxdy- ~ ~ "~ a lpod~dr]+~ ~ -~ a2pod~dr]. 
As u and p0 are functions of A3 = 1 - ~ - r], 
a Ou Ou 
-~Po d~ dr] =/A d~ "~ Po dr] 
holds which, once more, implies (5.27). | 
REMARK 1. If the triangulation of a polygonal domain fl contains a inner singular points then 
a basis of the solution set of (5.25) can be described as follows. Besides the constant solution, to 
each singular point corresponds a function which is zero everywhere--except on the four triangles 
around the point, where it is given by (5.26). 
REMARK 2. The case of singular points on the boundary is handled analogously, and the same 
bubble eliminates the nonconstant pressure from the nullspace of the discrete gradient operator. 
REMARK 3. Let us denote by n(k) the following (nonconforming bubble) function, ~n,A  
B(k) I{ } n,~:=~ ~- -~Pk(° ' ° ) (1 -2A , ) - I  • 
i=l  
(5.28) 
Then, on the sides of A (e.g., A1 = 0, A2 = s, A3 = 1 - s), we have 
{P(  - P (° ' ° ) (2s -  1)} = { Lk(s), for even k, R(k) 1 °'°)(1 2s) + .  k 
~n,a  = ~ 0, for odd k, 
where Lk denotes the kth-degree Legendre polynomial on the interval [0, 1]. That  is, (5.28) gives 
the general formula for the polynomials causing the singularity in Lemma 1 for even k and called 
there Vo,k. 
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REMARK 4. TWO EXAMPLES FOR SUCH NONCONFORMING BUBBLES. For k ---- 2, in [12] there 
3 2 appears the nonconforming bubble 3 )-~i=1 Ai - 2, and 
/~(2) 1 o,o) ~n,A = ~ (I - 2Ai) - 1 
i= I  
=3EA2-2 .  
3 4 -  60E~ 1 2 For k = 4, the nonconforming bubble 35 )-~i=1 Ai = Ai + 26 was mentioned in [9], and 
~(4) .  1 p (0 ,0 ) ( l _2A i ) _ l  =35EA4_60EA2+26_210B!3) .  
i=1 i=1 i=1 
6. EVEN-ORDER GAUSS-LEGENDRE ELEMENTS 
6.1. The  Bubbles Remove the Algebraic Singular i ty of Scott-Vogel ius E lements  
THEOREM 5. I[ we add n(k) (mapped a~nly to every triangle Aj E f~ and continued by zero 
outside of Aj) to the velocity space Vh(f~), then the solution set of (5.25) is one-dimensional: it 
contains only the constant pressures. 
(0,2) PROOF. Consider again P0 ---- P~-I (1 - 2A3). Since the bubble function takes nonzero values on 
exactly one triangle it suffices to prove that 
holds. First, observe that 
n~(k) L ~n A 
@po d~ d~7 # 0 
c ,~ 
OB(k) fLx A n £X (1,1) p (1 ,1 ) /1  = (Pk-1 (1 -  " k-1 ~l 2 - - -~po d~ dr/ (k+l )  2A1)-  - 2A3))Po d~ d~/ 
+ I) fA (1,1) (1,1) = (k P /~- I  (2(  "~1 + -- (P~-I ( I -2A1) -  A2) 1))p0 d~d77. 
Then, since the constant term of the polynomial (_P(L~)(1 -2A1) -  P(~)(2(A1 + A2)- 1)) is equal 
to 2k, and P0 is orthogonal to Pk_2(A) with respect o the weight functions A1 and A2, we obtain 
/ "'-'n/' " 'd  = f pod~@. - - -~poo~ r/ k(k + I )  
If the last integral would be equal to zero then the nonzero P0 E Pk- I(A) would be orthogonal 
to Pk-I(A), which is a contradiction. | 
As an illustration to Theorem 5, see Figure 3 displaying the eigenvalues of the discrete Schur- 
complement operator Sn of fourth-order Scott-Vogelius elements and of fourth-order Gauss- 
Legeudre elements--i.e., Scott-Vogelius elements with nonconforming bubbles added--on the 
unit square using the standard triangulation (the unit square is subdivided uniformly into n 2 
square cells which are further subdivided by their southwest-northeast diagonals into two trian- 
gles each). Then, a = 2 singular points are present (northwest and southeast corner). 
Let us mention that the value of A2 (Figure 3) changes very slowly when refining the triangu- 
lation. 
We present, moreover, in Table 1 some values (rounded to 6 digits) of the first positive eigen- 
value of Su (i.e., the square of the discrete inf-sup constant (flh) 2) for the same elements on the 
unit square using the "criss-cross" grid (the n 2 square cells into which the unit square is subdi- 
vided are further divided by their two diagonals into four triangles each). Below v denotes the 
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Table 1. (criss-cross grid) 
Gauss-Legendre Scott-Vogelius 
n v ~2 v ~a+2 
2 258 0.212708 226 0.178406 
3 602 0.213040 530 0.179234 
4 1090 0.213073 962 0.179562 
5 1722 0.213091 1522 0.179690 
6 2498 0.212876 2210 0.179739 
7 3418 0.211434 3026 0.179757 
8 4482 0.210255 3970 0.179764 
9 5690 0.209270 5042 0.179766 
10 7042 0.208431 6242 0.179767 
g+2 
6 
11 
18 
27 
38 
51 
66 
83 
102 
n=6, standard grid: Scott-Vogelius (dashed) and Gauss-Legendre (solid) 
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Figure 3. Eigenvalues of the discrete Schur complement operator on the standard 
triangulation ofthe unit square, n=6. Lower curve: P~ -Pa  (Scott-Vogelius element), 
here Xz = ,k2 = -k3 = 0, ,k4 = 0.025975, upper curve: (P4+Bn) 2-P3 (Gauss-Legendre 
element): X2 = 0.056153. 
n=6, criss-cross grid: Scott-Vogelius (dashed) and Gauss-Legendre (solid) 
1 
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I 0 ' L , , ~ 
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 
Figure 4. Criss-cross triangulation of the unit square, n=6. Lower curve: P42 - -  P3 
(Scott-Vogelius element), here )~1 . . . .  = )~37 = 0,,~3s = 0.179739, upper curve: 
(P4 + B~) 2 - P3 (Gauss-Legendre element): ,~2 = 0.212876. 
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dimension of Vh, which takes the values v = 64n 2 - 16n + 2 and v = 72n 2 - 16n + 2, respectively, 
and ~ = n 2 denotes the number of singular points. For the whole spectrum of Sh for n = 6, see 
Figure 4. 
6.2. Ex i s tence  of  a Crouze ix -Ve l te  Decompos i t ion  for Even-Order  Gauss -Legendre  
E lements  
To prove the existence of a Crouzeix-Velte decomposition for even-order Gauss-Legendre ele- 
ments (generalizing the result of [9] on the second-order Fortin-Soulie lements), we shall use the 
Proposition of Section 2. 
THEOREM 6. For even-order Gauss-Legendre elements, there holds 
Z(~Th, ffh) = 0, for all ffh C Vh, 
moreover, the Crouzeix-Velte decomposition does exists. 
PROOF. To show Z(gh, ~Th) = 0, we start fi'om the following representation of any gh E Vh on, 
e.g., the side sl of an inner triangle A, 
ffh = IY2k(s) + 5L2k(s), (6.29) 
where c~ is a fixed vector depending only on A, moreover, 
2k 
i 
N2k(S) := Effh(Sl,i)qi(s), Sl,i := ~,  
i~0  
i = 0 , . . . ,2k ,  
is the Lagrange interpolational polynomial of degree 2k (with its basis polynomials qi) which 
describes the conforming part of the velocity whereas the Legendre polynomial L2k gives the 
nonconforming part. Similar to (4.22),(4.23) we get the boundary integral for sl: 
: f~ f~k(s).  Q(N2k(s) + 5L2k(s))' ds : Z,~,~ + Z**,n 
1 
(6.30) 
where 2-~,,~ := f~ JY2k(s) - '  • QN~k(s ) ds is the conforming part which will give zero when summed 
over 0A and over the triangulation Th. For the nonconforming part, we get 
2k 1 
Zsl,n : EUh(S I , i )  " QS ~O qi(s)L;k(s ) ds = (Z7h(1) -- ~Th(0))- Qc~L2k(1) 
i=0  
(6.31) 
since, by partial integration and due to the property qi(sl,j) = 5ij of the basis polynomials, 
/01 /01 qi(s)L'2k(s ) ds = [q i ( s )L2k(s ) ]  1 - q~(s)L2k(s) ds 
-L2k(O), i=O,  (6.32) 
= 0, l< i<2k-1 ,  
L2k(1), i = 2k, 
using also the orthogonality of L2k to all (2k - 1)th-degree polynomials and L2k(1) = L2k(0). 
Computing also the contributions from the other sides s2 and s3, it follows by summation over 
0A that the nonconforming part of the integrals disappears ince 5 is constant on A and since 
the 'gh-values um to zero. 
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Therefore, in (2.8) we have Z0i , ~) = 0 for all G,  G E Vh, and because for the Gauss-Legendre 
elements divVh is elementwise contained in Mh and the subspaces of divergence-free (and rotation- 
free) functions are nontrivial by [10], the assumptions of the proposition are satisfied and our 
theorem follows. | 
See, once more, Figures 3 and 4 which illustrate this theorem, too: the spectrum of the Schur- 
complement operator Sh continues to be in [0, 1] and to have the eigenvalue 1 of high multiplicity 
after addition of the nonconforming bubbles ~(k) (We remember that the dimension of the 
subspace of discretely rotation-free velocities equals the dimension of the subspace of discretely 
divergence-free v locities and also the multiplicity of the eigenvalue 1 by [6].) 
7. QUADRILATERAL ELEMENTS 
Higher-order quadrilateral elements are quite popular in Navier-Stokes programs, not only 
recently, [14,18-20], but also in earlier works [21]. Let us therefore consider the question whether 
such elements might give rise to Crouzeix-Velte decompositions. When restricting the pressure 
space Mh and the velocity space V h to a typical element K of the tesselation Th of f~, we arrive 
at the local (mapped) polynomial spaces P(K)  and V(K)  and try to choose them near to Pk(K), 
Q2+I (K) where Qk+l denotes the space of polynomials of maximals degree k-b I in every variable 
separately. Specifically, let us introduce the following polynomial space, 
Q(k+2)/2, for k even, 
Q[(k+2)/21 := span{1,x, y} • Q(k+l)/2, for k odd, 
and let Q2 denote the corresponding space of vector functions. Observe that Q[(k+2)/2] C [(k+2)/2] 
~k+2 (but ~k+1 C Q[(k+2)/2] for k = 1 only). 
LEMMA 7. I[ the element is conforming, k >__ 2 and/or the local pressure and velocity spaces, 
P(K) and V(K), respectively, there holds 
2 P(K) C Pk and Q[(k+2)/2l C_ V(K), 
then a Crouzeix-Velte decomposition does not exist. 
PROOF. Since k _> 2, the space Q[(k+2)/2] contains the conforming fourth-degree bubble function 
B (4) which is zero on the boundary of K and positive inside (i.e., B (4) = (1 - ~2) (1  - ~]2) c,El c,D 
.B  (4) on the reference lement [-1,112). There is a polynomial q such that wl : :  ~ c,D E ]?k+2 
but ~ ~ Pk, -~y ~ ]Pk. Continuing wl outside of K by zero, we get a conforming velocity 
component ~ := (wl, 0) T c Vh. Then, 
a(G ~) = [Idiv~Zll~ + Ilrot@lo 2 (7.33) 
is true and constitutes an integral identity on f~ as well as on the single quadrilateral K. On this 
quadrilateral, div~ and rot~ are contained in Pk+l but not in Pk. Since divh~2 and ro thw are  
obtained by L2-projection onto Pk, we have 
[]divh~No < I[div~l]o, ]lroth~]lo < I[rot~]10. (7.34) 
Turning to matrix representations (see (2.9) and denoting by Yh the nodal vector of ~, we have 
from (7.33) and (7.34) 
. 2= PhYh 2 ChYh 2 a(~, ~) = (mhYh, Yh) > Udivhw]]02 + ]lrothw[]0 + 
showing that A = /~hT/~h + CTCh cannot hold--which would be necessary for the existence of a 
Crouzeix-Velte decomposition. | 
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REMARK. Assuming, in case k = 1, that the triangulation consists of at least 2 adjacent quadri- 
laterals, we can construct a continuous wl such that it disappears outside those two quadrilaterals 
and inside it is piecewise in Q[a/2] c Pa but ~ ~ P1, ~ ¢ ]71 (taking, on the reference lement, 
e.g., (1/2)(1 :k ~)(I - z]2)). Continuing as above we get the same result as in the lemma. | 
After this result which excludes, e.g., the uniformly hp-stable family of elements considered 
in [19] for all k _ 2, we  take a look at computational experiments with different medium-order 
rectangular elements. In every case, the global pressure space was discontinuous with local 
pressure space PI, the local velocity space was chosen as follows. 
I. Q2  (conforming velocities): a popular version, but a Crouzeix-Velte decomposition is 
excluded by Lemma 5. 
2. Q21 (conforming velocities): an unstable case with trivial ker divh and ker roth (and there- 
fore, a Crouzeix-Velte decomposition does not exist) and with large ker grad h. However, 
part of the theory in [5,6] applies since the element is conforming and div(Vh) C Ph holds. 
(For example, the Schur complement  spectrum is in [0, I] and its (0, l)-part is symmetric.) 
3. (QI + B (2))2. the nonconforming bubble B (2) ~,D • n,D := (I/2)(3(~ 2 + 7 2) - 4) is added to QI. 
Even  though the element is nonconforming, it can be shown that here a Crouzeix-Velte 
decomposition exists proceeding similarly like in [9] for the Fortin-Soulie element [12] or as 
above in proving Theorem 6, by taking care of the integrals on inter-element boundaries. 
4. (Q[a/2] (2) 2. +Bn,D) . from Q2, the conforming bubble B(4)c,D is deleted (by eliminating the inner 
degree of freedom; this gives Q[3/2]) and then the nonconforming bubble B (2) is added. n,V] 
Lemma 5 excludes the existence of a Crouzeix-Velte decomposition. 
5. Staggered grid version of (Q[3/@ 2 plus (B (2) ~2 This velocity space is obtained follow- n,I- ' l  ] " 
ing [21] by constraining the tangential velocities in Q213/2] to be linear; then, the non- 
conforming bubbles are added. Since the element is nonconforming, Lemma 5 is not 
applicable, but its essence works: We assume that the triangulation contains at least a 
patch of four quadrilaterals with one common vertex. Then, in the considered velocity 
space, there is an element ~ which is continuous in f~, disappears on the patch bound- 
ary, takes on the value (1,0) T in the common vertex and satisfies divz~,rot~ C ]P2 but 
P1. (Namely, the second component is zero everywhere and the first component is, on 
the reference lement, one of the polynomials (1/4)r/(r/-4- 1)(1 + ~).) Then, again, (7.33) 
and (7.34) hold. 
In Table 2, we give several data concerning the Schur complement spectrum cr h of the discretized 
Stokes operator Sh for the above elements in the case of the unit square subdivided into r~ 2 squares 
of side length 1/n  each, n = 15. 
We use the following notations. 
e - the number of the finite element, according to the above list 
d(gh ) - dim(ker gradh) 
d(rh) - dim(ker roth) 
sym. - symmetry of an 
CVD - Crouzeix-Velte decomposition (present or not) 
Amin - the smallest positive eigenvalue in an 
figure - number of the corresponding figure (displaying crh) 
d im(Vh)  d im(Ph)  
1682 675 
392 675 
842 675 
1682 675 
1202 675 
Tab le  2. 
d(gh) d(rh) sym.  CVD ~mln f igure 
1 0 yes no 0.2233 5 
283 0 yes no  0.0034 6 
2 169 yes yes 0.0077 6 
1 169 no no 0.2256 5 
1 169 no no  0.2202 7 
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Figure 5. (Q[3/2] -b B , )  2 - P1 (upper  curve) and Q22 - P1 (lower curve).  There  
are (n - 2) 2 = 169 eigenvalues equal  to 1 on the  upper  curve, further  A1 = 0, 
A2 = 0.225575. On the lower curve, no eigenvalue quals 1, and ~2 = 0.223310. 
Spectrum of the Schur complement with and without nonconf, bubble, n=15 
1,2 
Y 
,~o ~o 300 ,oo s~o soo ~oo 
Figure 6. Upper  curve: (Q1 + B~) 2 - P1 e lement  (Bn: nonconforming bubble) .  
There are 2 zeros, (n - 2) 2 ones, and Amen = 0.0076649. Lower curve: The  Q12 - P1 
element.  No eigenvalue quals 1, there are n 2 -F4n-  21 zeros, and Amin ---- 0.0033642. 
The  par t  in (0, 1) of both  spect ra  is symmetr ic .  
Germr ~ stlggered grid, n=30, ~m~=.0.21211 
1.2 
1 
0.8 
0,8 
0.4 
0.2 
O 
SO0 1 ~0 1500 2000 2500 30O0 
2 2 (n -2 )  2 = 784 F igure 7. Staggered grid version of Q[3/2]-4-B n. There  are e igenvalues 
equal  to 1, and A2 -- 0 .212110- -whereas  the  d imens ion of the  pressure space M h is 
3n 2 = 2700 and that  of the velocity space Vh is 2(3n 2 -- 3n + 1) = 5222. 
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Table 2 suggests that there is a Crouzeix-Velte decomposition only when the element is un- 
stable. Practically, only the first (Q2 , F1) and the last two finite-element spaces are of inter- 
est: Q213/2] -~ B(2)n,~, ]Pt, and the staggered grid version of Q[2a/2] with nonconforming bubbles, 
plus IP1. The latter two seem stable and come near to what is typical of the Crouzeix-Velte 
decomposition--there is an eigenvalue 1 of high multiplicity d(rh) (which is absent for Q~, F1). 
Figures 5-7 show the eigenvalues of Sh for the listed spaces. 
For completeness, we add that the well-known low-order quadrilateral element [22] does not 
have a Crouzeix-Velte decomposition, e.g., since the spaces ker divh and ker roth have a nontrivial 
intersection (what is true also of the above element number 4 but not of number 5. 
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